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1. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper discusses selected results from  
my dissertation work on “The History of Georgian Chant 
Notation and the Georgian Musical System” (Erkvanidze,  
2014). One of the main challenges in the context of trying 
to understand the Georgian Musical System is the fact 
that no theoretical treatise has survived to this day. The 
main sources of our information today are the audio re-
cordings of professional chanter-singers made over 100 
years ago. Theoretical and acoustic analysis of this mate-
rial are the only means to understand the old Georgian 
musical system and the underlying systemic thinking, or 
modal thinking as we call it. This has been the focus  of 
my research since I was a Conservatoire student.  
Naturally the question arises how the musical sys-
tem and systemic thinking are preserved and maintained 
in these recordings? For years, together with my students, 
I conducted experiments in the direction of singing and 
thinking in the original Georgian scale. I believe that both 
the musical system and systemic thinking are invariably 
preserved in the available recordings, primarily implying 
modal thinking. The magnificent traditions of the old 
Georgian schools of chant and song had been imprinted 
and settled in the minds and memories of the recorded 
performers.  
2. GEORGIAN MUSICAL THINKING 
It is well known among musicologists studying tra-
ditional Georgian music that Georgian musical thinking 
is based on tetrachords, pentachords, as well as seven- 
and eighth-note scales. The largest challenges in Geor-
gian ethnomusicology  today, and a topic of intense re-
search, are related to the attempts to understand the mod-
al structure of the music. Although the importance of the 
modal structure is basically undisputed among musicolo-
gists, there is still controversial discussion on several as-
pects. In this context, critical points from my perspective 
are e. g.: a) modes and steps are often counted bottom-up 
and not top-down ; b) the bass is often considered as de-
terminant for mode, i.e. the mode is ascertained according 
to the bass either at the beginning or at the end of the 
song; c) the bass is often considered to direct modula-
tions; d) conclusions are often drawn from transcriptions 
of the songs into a five-line notation system, which often 
does not correspond to the original sound; e) theory is 
often distanced from practice. 
Based on the results of my research which will be 
further detailed below, I have come to the conclusion that 
the Georgian system conforms to descending thinking. It 
resembles the Ancient Greek descending modal system, 
where the basic mode is obtained from two ways of bind-
ing two tetrachords: “interlocked” and “separated”.  
Modal formations of higher quality came into existence 
as tetrachord combinations. There were two principles of 
combination: interlocked – with the coincidence of adja-
cent sounds in tetrachords and separate – with adjacent 
sounds distanced by a whole tone” (Kholopov, 1975: 30). 
In this context, see also the discussion of the descending 
nature of Georgian modes by Kakhi Rosebashvili dis-
cussed (Rosebashvili, 1988). 
The discovery of the 3500-year-old tongueless salamuri 
in Mtskheta is the earliest evidence for the existence of a 
musical system in Georgia. The tongueless salamuri is a 
unique instrument from the perspective of musical acous-
tics; different tetrachords are formed by inclining the in-
strument. Particularly interesting is the modulation on the 
salamuri. The basic scale of the instrument is the de-
scending tetrachord; it should be noted that this tetra-
chord is the same as the basic upper tetrachord of the 
general scale discovered by us, but with a distinctive 
character: with the elevated II and lowered III steps. The 
eight-step scale manifested in the polyphonic modal sys-
tem could have been formed based on the descending tet-
rachord (Ex. 1).  
 
Example 1. Scale of Salamuri and modal modulation 
on the Salamuri. 
 
Particular mention should be made of several 
circumstances. In Georgian musical thinking, modes, as 
well as the principle of harmonization, are conceptualized 
downward. As a consequence of this, the mode should 
naturally be determined top-bottom and not vice versa. 
The bass functionally is derived from the top voice, but at 
the same time the bass establishes the stability of the 
mode. During modulation (apart from rare exceptions, 
especially in folk songs), it does not initiate the process 
but acts according to the upper voices, particularly the top 
voice-part. In chanting, it operates strictly from the top 
voice, but in folk music either from mtkmeli or 
modzakhili, depending on the case. I would also like to 
add that the bass is always ready for modulation, as it al-
ways knows in advance when the modulation is going to 
happen, as the bass singer also knows both top and mid-
dle voice-parts (in the old times every performer knew all 
voice-parts). 
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The analysis of the audio material revealed that 
Georgian chant thinking is based on an eight-degree scale 
according to the two methods for binding tetrachords into 
a scale, which I refer to as merged and split scales. Oth-
erwise, this is one scale which implies two in itself. In 
this context two modes can coexist: one of them is  basic, 
the other one auxiliary. There are cases when only one 
scale with one mode is standing out. I have observed that 
both modes are equally present in chants.  
In a large number of Georgian chants and songs, with the 
two ways of tetrachord binding (merged and split), Geor-
gian scales outwardly resemble old Greek ones. When 
discussing the old Greek modal system, Kholopov and 
Herzman correctly consider modal steps from Nete to 
Hipate (Kholopov, 19 : 306; Herzman, 1986: 29).  
Sulkhan-Saba Orbeliani provides similar explanation: 
“Hipatoi and Nita are strings tuned from zili to bokhi” 
(Orbeliani, 1991: 594). Such an explanation by the lexi-
cographer underlines the descending nature of musical 
thinking, i.e. from zili to bokhi (zili is the top string of the 
instrument, while bokhi  is the bottom one).  
 What is the principal difference between the old 
Greek and Georgian descending modes? As a conse-
quence of the fact that Georgian musical thinking is poly-
phonic and Georgian polyphony is constructed on fourth-
fifth-octave parallelism, at one time tetrachords were evi-
dently divided with the consideration of this type of po-
lyphony, namely: a) by avoiding the tritone (the existence 
of a tritone as augmented fourth or diminished fifth was 
inadmissible at the time), at the same time by the mainte-
nance of interval features by fourth and fifth; b) to 
achieve modal diversity by displacing the centers of up-
per steps of the mode (Ex. 2).  
 
 
 
 
Example 1. Top staff:  Basic mode with two tetrachords 
–interlocked mode. Bottom staff: Accomplished system. 
See also the chart illustrating interval conformity in the 
Appendix (Fig. A1). If the distance between the sounds 
of the Georgian systemic scale changes by a few cents, 
everything will become mixed together. It is remarkable 
that during singing the old masters accurately follow this 
modal thinking and system.  
Based on the studied material we suppose that there are 
six ways for tuning the chonguri (Ex. 3). 
 
 
 
Example 3. Six different tunes of the chonguri. 
3. EVIDENCE FOR  THE TOP-DOWN 
STRUCTURE OF THE MODAL SYSTEM 
As mentioned above, the Georgian mode is descending. 
There is a huge difference between ascending and de-
scending modes, expressed in conceptual categories. For 
instance, if we compare the ascending Dorian mode with 
the Georgian descending double-tetrachord split mode we 
can see that both have a similar modal character (Ex. 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 4. Top staff: ascending Dorian mode. Bottom 
staff: descending double-tetrachord split mode. 
The main aspect here is that the two modes have different 
reference points: the bottom degree I  for the ascending 
and the top degree I for the descending type. The ascend-
ing Dorian mode is generally considered to be of a minor 
character and indeed this is so; as for the Georgian de-
scending split mode, which resembles  the Dorian mode 
at first glance, the picture is absolutely different. In the 
descending Georgian mode songs and chants are mostly 
interpreted as of major character with the consideration of 
the central I degree. This is determined by the existence 
of the upper degree as centre (Ex. 5).  
 
 
Example 5. The Georgian Major charatcer of Dorian 
mode in double-tetrachord separated mode. 
 
For more clarity, all examples in the paper are presented 
in one mode-tonality with the consideration of corre-
sponding degrees. 
 
In support of the conclusion that the mode is determined 
not by the bass or lower support, but by degree I, below 
are three examples of Kriste aghdga (Ex. 6). 
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Example 6a. The chant Kriste Aghdga (Christ Is Risen) 
in Kartli-Kakhetian simple mode (Erkvanidze, 2014a: 
267). 
 
 
 
 
Example 6b. The chant Kriste Aghdga (Christ Is Risen) 
as performed by Artem Erkomaishvili. Preserved at the 
Archive of the Georgian Musical Folk Laboratory of 
Tbilisi State Consertvatoire. 
 
 
 
Example 6c. The chant Kriste Aghdga (Christ Is Risen) 
in the version of Benia Mikadze(Erkvanidze, 2004: 
147). 
Let us look carefully. The first part is the same in all three 
cases, but in the beginning of the first variant the bass en-
ters the fifth, whilst in the second variant it enters the oc-
tave, and in the third variant, the ninth. Does this not 
mean that in all three cases we have different modes? In-
deed, this would be the conclusion based on the current 
perspective of many in ethnomusicologists.  However,  I 
believe that the determination of  the mode from the  bass 
will not lead to logical conclusions. In the presented ex-
amples it seems obvious that  the mode is determined 
from by the top voice with its centre on degree I which 
directs and determines the mode.  
Here we have an example of the old method of vocal tun-
ing according to which in chanting and singing the bass 
tunes with the first voice, sometimes in a fifth, sometimes 
in an octave, but in West Georgia, particularly in the 
Gurian tradition, in a ninth. This is a usual occurrence. If 
in the three afore-mentioned cases of Kriste aghdga, we 
would determine the modes according to bass we would 
come to the conclusion that there are three different 
modes on the same melody. I definitely believe that this 
is wrong. In this particular case we have a double-
tetrachord split mode with the consideration of the cen-
trality of the upper step and different ways for the harmo-
nization of bass.  
4. MODULATIONS 
Some remarks on modulations within the Georgian modal 
system. If F is conditionally considered as a basic mode-
tonality, then G and E flat are considered closely kindred 
tonalities (Ex. 7).  
 
Example 7. Basic mode-tonality and related closely and 
distant kindred tonalities. Modulations in closely kin-
dred tonalities (from F to G and Es). 
Here is one obvious example of modulation activity in 
the Georgian modal system, the chant Tsmindano mot-
sameno, where two mode-tonalities have only one shared 
pitch (notably, while this single pitch is common, its 
function is not), but the rest are different (Ex. 8).  
 
 
Example 8a. The chant Tsmindano motsameno (Ye holy 
martyrs) as performed by Artem Erkomaishvili. Pre-
served at the Archive of the Georgian Musical Folk  
Laboratory of Tbilisi State Conservatoire. 
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Example 8b. The tones of  the F mode-tonalities. 
Example 8c. The tones of  the G mode-tonalities. 
 
 
 
Example 8d. The correlation between the steps during 
the modulation. 
 
This is exactly what Ioane Batonishvili discusses in 
“Kalmasoba”: “The kankledi, also called shinpardi, only 
slightly differs from mode; it is used the same way with 
an instrument as with chant in the eight-tone system” 
(Bagrationi, 1991: 524). I believe that kankledi and shin-
pardi imply modulation.  
 
Noteworthy here is that in the European functional sys-
tem, modulation is realized via a modulating chord, 
whilst in the Georgian modal system this happens either 
via a modulating sound or direct transition. In the case of 
mode-tonal modulation one tone upward or downward, 
only one sound remains common, while the other 7 
change.  As an example of modulation into distant tonali-
ties related to F mode-tonality, here I provide the modula-
tion schemes from F to A flat mode-tonalities via E flat 
mode-tonality (Ex. 9). 
 
 
Example 9. Modulation to the distant mode-tonalities ( 
from F to As and Es) and the tones of the As and Es 
mode-tonalities (bottom staffs). 
For an example of such modulation, see the chant Ga-
natldi and the Rachan song Maqruli (Ex. 10) 
 
 
Example 10a. The Chant Ganatldi, ganatldi (Shine, 
Shine O New Jerusalem) as performed by Artem Erko-
maishvili. Preserved at the Archive of the Georgian 
Musical Folk Laboratory of Tbilisi State Conservatoire. 
 
 
 
Example 10a. The Rachan folk song maqruli, from the 
field expedition of Chjkhikvadze-Grimo, 1967. Tran-
scribed by M. Erkvanidze. Preserved at the Archive of 
the Georgian Musical Folk Laboratory of Tbilisi State 
Conservatoire. 
 
Please note that of these two examples one is a chant and 
the other one is a song. The first stanzas of both examples 
are identical in terms of modulation and structure, which 
emphasizes the unity of modal thinking of chant and 
song.  
5. MODAL THINKING 
In Georgian polyphonic chant practice, diversity is creat-
ed not by different modes with corresponding centers (as 
in the Greek eight-tone system), but by stanzas with dif-
ferent modal characters similar to eight-tone. For in-
stance, the stanza starting on degree I and ending on de-
gree IV has a major character, but the one starting on de-
gree I and ending on degree III has a minor character. As 
an example, we provide several five-step phrases on dif-
ferent degrees within one mode-tonality (Ex. 11). 
 
 
 
Example 11a. The chant  Daghatsatu Nebsit Tvisit 
(Though thou didstdescent) as performed by Artem 
Erkomaishvili. Preserved at the Archive of the Georgian 
Musical Folk Laboratory of Tbilisi State Conservatoire. 
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Example 11b. The chant  chant Mtasa  zeda  peri 
itsvale  kriste (Thou wast transfigured). Preserved at the 
Archive of the Georgian Musical Folk Laboratory of 
Tbilisi State Consertvatoire. 
 
 
 
Example 11c. The Christmas IV Heirmos KvertkhiIe-
sesdzirisagan (The Rod of the Root of Jesse) as per-
formed by ArtemErkomaishvili. Preserved  at the Ar-
chive of the Georgian Musical Folk Laboratory of Tbili-
si State Consertvatoire. 
 
 
 
Example 11d. The IX Heirmos Saidumlo utskho (A 
Mystery strange) as performed by Artem Erkomaishvili. 
Preserved  at the Archive of the Georgian Musical Folk 
Laboratory of Tbilisi State Conservatoire. 
 
As we see, these stanzas have different modal characters, 
but this does not necessarily mean that they belong to dif-
ferent modes and mode-tonalities. Here we have one F (in 
this case) mode-tonality and an arrangement of stanzas on 
different steps within this mode-tonality.  
Similar stanzas are on the same degrees of the mode, 
which determines stability and order in musical material. 
A number of chant and song examples are bound not ac-
cording to a particular melody, but mostly by the unity of 
different stanzas. Thus, for example, the same chant may 
consist of different stanzas in East and West Georgia.  
6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
The chief goals of my research and practical work are:  
 
• to understand three-part  and polyphonic thinking in 
general 
• to master modal thinking  
• to sing in traditional scale and to revive medieval 
sound 
• to think with parallel stanzas in chant and song  
• to understand how to differentiate stylistic-
harmonious peculiarities  
• to master a diversity of  traditional   performance 
manners  
• to revive systemic thinking in general  
• to solve the enigma of dasdebeli	  	  
The focus (and novelty) of my research is on the deci-
phering of the Georgian polyphonic musical system, al-
lowing us to conceptualize our ancient music.  I hope that 
in the long run this will lead to  
 
• a revival of the original Georgian modes and scales, 
allowing us to perform thousands of chants in the 
original way. In this context,  singing modally is par-
ticularly important, as this contains the treasures of 
the Georgian musical language. 
• the revival of the musical system, allowing us to 
make correct and valuable scientific conclusions on 
issues such as mode, modulations, scales, instrument 
tunings, eight-tone system, etc. 
• the revival of musical systems, implying the revival 
of modal thinking i.e. the performer knows in which 
mode the chant or song was started and finished (in 
the case of modulation), what kind of modulation 
was applied, and where the musical construction was 
moved. 
• the preparation of text-books of Georgian solfeggio 
and harmony, allowing the students to become accus-
tomed to correct Georgian musical thinking; such 
manuals have never yet been prepared. 
• enabling the revival of the oral tradition of learning 
chants and song. I apply this method practically at 
the High School; after completing the preparatory 
period in vocal tuning, students can study all three 
parts of a chant in an oral way with the help of 
neumes in 15-20 minutes. This practically means that 
the old method of teaching has been achieved.  
One of the most significant issues of Georgian musical 
thinking is performance in the correct manner. This has 
survived invariably in old authoritative records. They al-
lowed reviving the sound system, guaranteeing the mas-
tery of correct performance manner.  
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9. APPENDIX 
 
 
 
Fig. A1. Interval conformity in cents. 
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